
 
2018-2019 National Club Achievement Competition 

Category of Entry: Communications 

The Communications Committee is the in-house creative team for Ad 2 Dallas. We are 

responsible for maintaining internal and external communication with our members and 

non-members. Projects the committee creates range from emailing our members with club 

information to highlighting professionals on our blog. Last year was a complete rebrand for Ad 2 

Dallas and we wanted to continue to push out the brand as much as possible, so we created a 

mood board (Exhibit 1) and style guide to maintain the Ad 2 Dallas brand to be cohesive and 

relevant. This year, we focused on the following communication platforms and key methods to 

maintain and improve our communication objectives and responsibilities. 

Communication with Members 

Goal: Increase website traffic by 10%  

Target Audience: Young advertising/marketing professionals in the DFW area 

Distribution System: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Ad 2 Dallas website 

Method #1: This past October we launched a series on our blog called, Social Spotlight. Every 

month an advertising professional based in Dallas is interviewed about their career and personal 

journey as seen in Exhibit 1-A. Advertising professionals were selected through primary and 

secondary research, by utilizing attendees from previous networking events and Google searches. 

To conduct the interviews, professionals were contacted and sent personalized questions via 

email (Exhibit 1-B). Once the responses were received, the Communications team copyedited the 
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interview and crafted content for social media. All content is passed to the spotlight participant 

for final review before going live (Exhibit 1-C). 

Budget Recap: No club funds were required. All time was donated. 

Results Achieved: Our first ever post was a huge success with over 100 visits the same day we 

posted, as seen in Exhibit 1-D. The spike was driven by users directly typing the site onto their 

browsers and social media links, specifically Facebook (Exhibit 1-E). As seen on Exhibit 1-F 

from September to December 2018, the club’s website experienced a 600% spike in traffic 

compared to 2017’s September to December traffic. The website traffic did not dip until the 

month of December, which was expected because of the holiday season. While we are seeing a 

series of spikes and ultimately increasing our website traffic, we are in turn, giving our 

membership more value by distributing relevant content to our target market.  

Event Promotions 

Goal: Create interactive social media and experiential content for events to create a buzz and 

ultimately increase program attendance.  

Target Audience: Young advertising/marketing professionals in the DFW area. 

Distribution System: Instagram 

Method #1: The first experiential way the Communications Committee utilized to highlight 

some of the fun activities that Ad 2 Dallas puts on was to broadcast live on Instagram for our 

Yappy Hour event in August. Our livestream allowed our followers to partake in the event 

virtually so that no one had to miss out on all of the puppy love! The livestream was shot 
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documentary style, with the followers seeing Ad 2 Dallas members mingle and play with their 

fur babies at the park. 

Method #2: To build up excitement for a joint Happy Hour/Membership drive, the 

Communications Team decided to create a mini social media campaign around the BBQ & 

Brews event. The mini campaign had a duration time of three weeks and was solely on 

Instagram. Three posts were uploaded on our feed as part of a three part “This or That” poll 

series that was published on Instagram stories every week leading up to the event. The poll 

questions were BBQ themed as seen on Exhibit 2-A.  

Method #3: For a joint Diversity & Education program coming up in February, the 

Communications Committee is working on an interactive strategy to hype up the panel of 

speakers for the event with weekly Instagram stories featuring the different panelists and an “Ask 

the Panelist” question and answer box at the end so that viewers can ask questions that will be 

answered at the event.  

Budget Recap: No club funds were required to promote this event. All time and design elements 

were donated. 

Results Achieved: The Instagram Live story was viewed by 7 people and viewers were 

overjoyed with being able to see the dogs play. One viewer even later told us “I was unable to 

attend an Ad 2 Happy Hour because I was on vacation, but it was great to be a part of it through 

Instagram stories. Ad 2 started a live video, showing happy hour attendees and their pups. I 

might have been states away, but I still felt a part of the group!” Since this was the club’s first 
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ever experimental content, it was a success in getting followers who did not attend the event to 

notice us.  

For the BBQ & Brews polls, we had a total of 72 people participate in one or more poll. As seen 

in Exhibit 2-B, the interactions also gained profile visits and direct messages to the Ad 2 Dallas’s 

Instagram account. This is a 100% increase in participation as the club had never done any 

interactive campaigns before. While we do not know for sure if the polls were the reason why 

they attended the event, we can safely say that 62% of attendees participated in the polls.  We 

also surprised one event attendee who also participated in the polls with a gift card to Bone 

Daddy’s BBQ (donated) and posted him on our social account (Exhibit 2-C) to encourage 

participation online and at events in the future. 

We are still awaiting execution of the February Diversity & Education event.  

Communication with Non-members 

Goal: Gain at least 10% of new attendees as members through interactive events and graphics 

(memorable media) and increase social media audiences on Facebook by 10%. 

Target: AAF Dallas & AMA Dallas members that do not know about Ad 2 Dallas as well, 

college students and young professionals in the Dallas community. 

Distribution System: Facebook 

Method #1: The April Kegs with Legs event was an annual agency tour event that gave 

attendees an inside look at a local Dallas agency. The event was was promoted on all social 

platforms, via email, as well as emailed out by the Education team to specific contacts at local 
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universities. The memorable creative, seen in Exhibit 3-A, paired with the catchy name helped 

garner tons of awareness with young professionals.  

Method #2: Ad 2 Dallas has never launched a paid social campaign, so the communications 

team pitched the idea to the executive committee and got approval to test it out. The team has 

vetted out creative and has sent it into Facebook for approval. We are hoping to launch soon. 

Budget Recap: $200 for Facebook campaign. 

Results Achieved: Kegs with Legs was a huge success. We had 55 people purchase tickets plus 

2 at the door, and 22 of them were non-member tickets! (Exhibit 3-B) After getting with 

membership, we concluded that of those 22 non-members, 2 became members. While that is 

only a 9% increase in membership, we are glad that we are promoting events that peak people’s 

interests outside of the club.  

We are still awaiting Facebook approval to run the ad. 

Self Promotion 

Goal: Build and grow brand awareness for Ad 2 Dallas within AAF members and non-members. 

Target: AAF Dallas & AMA Dallas members, college students and professionals in the Dallas 

community. 

Distribution System: Events and Collateral, Facebook, Instagram, MailChimp, Twitter and 

website 

Method #1: We took a grassroots approach to targeting local students by attending 

communication fairs and other meetings where marketing/graphic design students would be. 

Three board members attended a communication fair at a local university (UTA) and held a 
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tabling event in October. Board members informed students about the club and handed out 

promotional fliers (Exhibit 4-A). Ad 2 Dallas was invited to speak at UNT’s ad club meeting in 

January where two board members told students the benefits of getting involved with Ad 2 

Dallas after graduation, answered questions, and passed out collateral (Exhibit 4-B).  Another 

communications day is being held at SMU on Feb 27th and we will have representation there to 

help students and young professionals learn about Ad 2. 

Method #2: A press release (Exhibit 4-C) was written and sent to 8 local media outlets about our 

first annual 32 Under 32 awards in November.We also used our owned social media channels 

and email distribution list to get the word out about the nominations and event.  

Method #3: Board Member of the Month is another social media highlight that the 

communications team utilizes to engage with people just outside of our member base.  By 

highlighting our diverse range of talents on the board and recognising their hard work, the 

highlighted board member and their network help increase Ad 2 Dallas’s exposure and possibly 

spark interest in joining the club so that they too can be recognized, sharpen their talents, or 

make an impact on the community. 

Method #3  While planning our annual 32 Under 32 event, we discovered an opportunity to 

promote our public service campaign and get people involved, especially non-members. To seize 

this moment, we created a promotional item, which can be seen in Exhibit 4-D. This item was on 

brand with our non-profit Bonton Farms and included a call to action. The packets were placed 

on all the tables. In addition to the seed packets we encouraged attendees  to join our mailing list 

or to donate to the public service campaign via the club’s website.  
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Budget Recap: No club funds were required. All time and design elements were donated. 

Results Achieved: 46 UTA students signed up to receive emails from Ad 2 Dallas after the 

October event and we are hoping for a similar result with the SMU Comm Day (Exhibit 4-E) 

While we never heard back from any of the news contacts for our press release concerning the 32 

Under 32 awards, the nominations were up 53% YOY (Exhibit 4-F) and our social exposure was 

huge with over 105 likes and reactions, 30 comments and 33 shares (Exhibit 4-G) on just one of 

the many social media posts. Since the night of the 32 Under 32 event, a total of 121 guests 

signed up for Public Service emailing list and donated a total of $350 (Exhibit 4-H).  

 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, Ad 2 Dallas’s Communications Committee had a very successful year! From 

increasing website traffic by 600% and creating interactive promotional content, to working on 

the club’s first ever paid social media campaign, the committee is very proud of their work and 

the impact that it has had on Ad 2 Dallas and the greater advertising community here in Dallas. 
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Exhibit 1-E 
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Exhibit 4-A 
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Exhibit 4-C
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Exhibit 4-E 

First Name Last Name Email Phone under 32? 
32 under 32 
Volunteer 

Dallas Johnson dtjjtd99@gmail.com 
214-394-32
37 yes  

Sarah Davila sarahlynndavila@gmail.com 
682-269-91
32 Yes  

Miguel Luna miguel.luna@mavs.uta.edu 
817-929-97
61 yes yes * 

Sajid Mohamed sajid.mohamed@mavs.uta.edu 
214-862-44
56 Yes  

Jenny Ponce jenny.ponce@mavs.uta.edu 
214-809-21
34 yes  

Annietra Baker annietra.baker@mavs.uta.edu 
214923029

2 yes yes 

Cellina Browder cellina.browder@mavs.uta.edu 
281865382

3 yes yes 

Jessica Grissom jessica.grissom@mavs.uta.edu 
817851345

3 yes  

Jackie Spencer 
jacqueline.spencer@mavs.uta.ed
u 

432-238-30
42 yes  

Kilee Torrez Kileetorrez@gmail.com 
214-264-00
32 yes  

Andrea Palmer ajp8296@gmail.com 
409996655

4 yes yes 

Vincent Le vincent.le3@mavs.uta.edu 
(817) 
908-2315 yes  

Gloria Garcia Gloria.garcia9@mavs.uta.edu 
817-319-00
14 yes yes 

Lizbeth Frias lizbeth.frias@mavs.uta.edu 
214-793-95
07 yes yes 

Madeleine Shelton Maddyrose470@gmail.com 
817454079

7 yes yes 

alejandro pescador 
alejandro.pescador@mavs.uta.e
du 

214676029
4 yes  

Keyla Torres keyla.torres@mavs.uta.edu 
903363722

6 yes yes 
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Taylor Williams lynnwilliams36@gmail.com 
682407212

4 yes yes 

Nayeli Cervantes nayeli.cervantes@mavs.uta.edu 
682209403

6 yes yes 

zainab safri zainab.safri@mavs.uta.edu 
832727955

0 yes yes 

Ivan Diaz ivan.diaz@mavs.uta.edu 
214710770

3 yes yes 

Julia Jahrman julia.jahrman@mavs.uta.edu 
214-500-82
39 yes yes 

Andrew Berendzen 
andrew.berendzen@mavs.uta.ed
u 

469285367
4 yes  

Sean-Isaac Williams seansip7@gmail.com 
817-689-56
28 yes  

Tyler Beckett tbeckett1996@gmail.com 
817-223-48
04 yes  

Anh Pham anh.pham@mavs.uta.edu 
817233296

0 yes  

Mirthy Yu mirthy.yu@mavs.uta.edu 
915356562

3 yes yes 

Edna Nmashie edna.nmashie@mavs.uta.edu 
682582370

9 Yes  

Nora Loeung nora.loeung@mavs.uta.edu 
325665558

1 Yes  

Jeff Jahns shakethebooti@gmail.com 
100192093

88 Yes yes 

Michelle 
Brueggema
nn michelleanb@yahoo.com 

817883805
4 yes! yes 

Morgan Roberts morgan.roberts@mavs.uta.edu 
817689734

2 yes  

Cortney Courchesne cortney.courchesne@gmail.com 
972489986

7 yes  

Tonia Vu tonia.vu@mavs.uta.edu 
512720135

7 Yes  

Jessica Lee youkyoung.lee@mavs.uta.edu 
817374205

5 yes  

Grayson Stidham gcstidham@yahoo.com 214802923 yes yes 
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Christopher Flores 
christopherryanflores.crf@gmail.c
om 

214985260
6 Yes Yes 

Aurora Torres aurora.torres@mavs.uta.edu 
214604012

3 Yes Yes 

Salma Nawar salma.nawar@mavs.uta.edu 
469321129

3 Yes  

Adrian Cardenas 
adrian.cardenas73@mavs.uta.ed
u 

972876257
2 yes Yes 

Elizabeth Olivarez olivarezelizabeth@yahoo.com 
972201784

4 yes Yes 

Sarah alshamali sarahshamali1996@gmail.com 
682246473

4 yes  

Alexandria Kerr alexandriakerr96@gmail.com 
817733930

2 yes yes 

Samone Franklin samonexfranklin@gmail.com 
817528854

5 yes yes 

Selena Alvarenga selena.alvarenga@gmail.com 
817353369

0 Yes yes 

Virginia Simmons virginia.simmons@mavs.uta.edu 
210362402

5 yes yes 

 
Exhibit 4-F 
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